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Welcome to The Scale Your Way podcast episode number 64.

You're listening to the Scale Your Way podcast, where we share simple, proven
strategies just for done for you service based companies here, you'll learn how to scale your
business on your own terms so that you can have more time, money, create a bigger impact and
a better life. I'm your host, Nicole Jackson Miller. Let's dive into today's episode.

Hello, hello, everyone. So today I'm going to talk to you a little bit about happy clients
and how to have happier clients as a done for you service provider who refer even more people
to you. That is something that I hear from all of my clients, all of the free service providers that I
chat with through Facebook and Instagram. And my Facebook group is that they all want to
make sure that their clients are happy and served really well. Right. They want their quality of
services to be amazing.

And so I want to dove into this a little bit because one of the fears that I hear people
expressing as they're looking to grow their business is that they don't want to sacrifice the
quality of their services as they grow, as they bring in team members, as they get more clients,
which makes complete sense. Right, because we are operating, we're done for you. Service
providers operating with integrity. So we're going to play a game.

For those of you that don't know me. My name is Nicole Miller and I support and for your
service providers and stepping into the role as agency owner so that they can lead a team they
love and impact more people. And the way that I define people is all of the people in your
business. So your clients, your team and yourself as well. It's really important that we include
ourselves in creating better experiences for all all people, including clients, team and ourselves
too.

OK, now for the fun game. So I want you to raise your hand if you want your clients to be
happy. I think most of you were there want you to raise your hand if you want to continue to
grow your services to impact more people by delegating client delivery. And I want you to raise
your hands if you are scared that if you delegate to a team, your clients won't be happy.
Anyone? Right. So this can come up when maybe you've had an experience in the past where
you've had a team member who's totally dropped the ball and you're scared that it's going to
happen again? It could happen because maybe you've had team members that have performed
pretty well, but you've heard stories of other businesses where there's been team members that
haven't worked out and you don't want that to happen to you or to your clients.



There's a variety of reasons why this fear comes up. And so what I'm not here to tell you
is that you shouldn't have a fear because fears are inevitable, and especially if you're someone
who is an integrity and really wants to continue to deliver excellence to your clients. I can
understand bringing in more people to help with delivery. How, you know, you might be
wondering, OK, how is this going to impact our clients and the quality of our services?

I think that's a great question to ask. It's totally fine to ask the question and it's OK to
have the fear. It's OK to have feelings around it. And I don't want that to stop you from moving
forward. So it's important that we really address this. So if you are someone who has been
scared to delegate, maybe you're at a point where you haven't delegated any client delivery, or
maybe you're at the point where you're you've delegated client delivery, but you're still involved
in those things that you just kind of feel like no one else could do. So maybe this is account
management, right? So being the person to talk to your clients and manage your team, maybe
it's the strategy piece of the work that you do with your clients. Right, where they're used to
receiving that strategy from you and you're a little hesitant to delegate that out. So it doesn't
matter where you are right now as you continue to grow and what I call spiral up, you will notice
there will constantly be fears that that pop up because we are growing and evolving and
changing and change can feel uncomfortable. And as humans, we tend to avoid pain and seek
pleasure. And so it's just good to know that that's actually what's happening. But I don't want
that to stop you from moving forward.

So the thing is, is that as you grow, you can't continue to do it all. And again, that that
could mean you doing everything for your clients. It could mean you staying in account
management. It could mean you staying in strategy. If you truly want to continue to grow your
business, you do have to do less.

So growth actually requires you to do less. You cannot grow doing the same amount of
work that you're doing right now. It's just not possible. And so if you get stuck in the space where
you aren't wanting to do less and continuing to do it all, but still wanting to grow, that's where
people can get into trouble. And so this is usually what happens. The ball is going to be
dropped. It will be either promises made to your clients where maybe you've promised them a
certain delivery date and you're not able to deliver or things get behind or promises to yourself,
which can actually be worse. And what we tend to do typically this is what I've seen is we tend
to break the promises to ourselves before we break the promises to anyone else, the promises
like I'm going to finally take that three day vacation and I'm not going to sign on to work.
Promises of I'm going to sign off at 5:00 p.m. and not only sign off, but I'm actually going to be
present for my family or for whatever I'm doing. those promises, I'm promising that I'm going to
start working out or creating space to have a hobby to take care of myself. Right. Those are the
promises that can also be broken. It doesn't just have to be promises to clients.

However, a lot of times it's both. And then that's even more frustrating. Right. So the
purpose of this video is to talk about how to have happier clients who refer you to more people.
And the start of that is that you actually have to do less, which seems very odd, right? Because
usually it's like more what more can I do? How can I provide a better service? Right. And we
equate better service to more of our time. And that is not true.



Another thing that can happen when we do it all is that we. Usually unintentionally, self
sabotage. So we don't set things up in our business to make it work with a team support. I call
these the foundational the agency foundational method and the elements that go into the
foundations of your business so that you can revamp those things to make it work for a team to
deliver. And if you don't take the time to do this, then it won't work for a team and you will
probably have clients that are like, what's going on? Right. You're going to have team members
that are thinking of what's going on. You're probably going to think what on earth is going on.
Right. And it's because there is not that full commitment to actually growing an agency model
business, which I'm going to talk about in a minute. Right. Me like unintentionally self sabotage.
And usually we don't even know that we're doing it, you know.

And lastly, when you continue to do it all, you stay can stay stuck in frustration because
it's hard to grow your revenue while every time you grow your revenue, you're having to
increase your hours. Right. If you are a solo producer right now doing it all, I call that the done
for you service provider kind of identity where we're used to managing ourselves and our clients
and not really delegating to team. We're used to. It's like if you go to another client, you get
more money, but you're working more. Right. It's that that cycle. And it's still true. Even if you've
delegated maybe 30 to 40 to 50 percent of client delivery, if you're still involved in some client
delivery, the same is true, right? If you're doing account management, if you're doing strategy
sessions, you may have removed yourself a lot. But in order to continue to grow, you're going to
have to add more of those calls to your calendar as you take on more clients. And so that's
another thing that I see where people kind of getting stuck in that area of frustration because,
again, they're like, I did so much work and I have a team to support, but I still feel like I have a
bunch of calls on my calendar. And it's because it's because you do.

So how do we have happier clients who refer you to more people? That's the big
question. And so, like I said before, the first thing that you have to do is really commit to fully
embodying and stepping into the identity of agency owner and with that getting out of your own
way. So I've had a few clients who have told me, oh, my gosh, I don't even realize that by me
being the bottleneck, I remove myself. And I was scared to do it. But then I did. And my team
functions so much better without me. So you still have to be there yourself to have a really good
transitional plan. But it's true. A lot of times we're just kind of in our own way when it comes to
this stuff. And so we want to really commit to that identity of being an agency owner and CEO.

And I want to talk about that a little bit more, because calling myself an agency owner,
calling my business an agency when I was doing project management was something that I was
not really keen on doing. So when I was growing my project management company, I would talk
to people about our services and how we had this amazing team that managed client projects.
And they would be like, Oh, you mean you're an agency? And I was like, oh, well, kind of. Yeah,
I guess, you know, but we're a small agency. We're not like other agencies. I was so hesitant to
say the word agency because for me it had this negative connotation to it that I didn't like. I had
heard stories right by other agencies. And the things that came to mind for me when I heard the
word agency was that it was impersonal or a poor quality of service or hard to run low team
morale, a money drain. Right. The examples that I was looking at were not inspiring. Right. So
no wonder I want to call myself an agency.



Everything, I associated so many negative things with that word. And so eventually I
knew that I needed to say the word agency. So I settled for a boutique agency that made me
feel better. Right, because it kind of took the impersonal thing off the table. It made me feel
better about running it because it was like a boutique and small. But the really cool thing, after
growing my own agency, after mentoring agency owners now for almost five years, is that I have
totally changed my perspective on an agency model business, which is why I am continuing to
mentor and coach agency owners and done for your service providers that are ready to finally
commit to that identity. Because there have been so many examples of really incredible
agencies. I am just honored to call them, many of them, my clients, agencies that provide a very
personalized experience for clients. And it's still works for the company and the team, the
business owner, the profit, the money side of it, that delivers really high quality services, even
better than when the business owner was doing it all themselves, way better.

I've seen it become easier to run, really without the business owner getting in the way
right. The more that you can start managing and leading leaders on your team, everything kind
of clicks. And while, yes, you need to still be involved and yes, there are things and challenges
that come up, they're easier to resolve. I have clients who have potential team members
knocking on their doors, wanting to work for them because they've heard how amazing it is to
work at their agency, because team morale is a big, big thing.

And also agencies that are doing well financially. This is a big thing. I always thought it's
like, oh, you know, agency model is such a money drain. You have to pay so many people that I
will talk away more on that because I have a lot to say about that coming at you. Yeah, yeah, it's
true. It can totally work for you financially too. So in the key to this is setting up your agency
foundations, what I call the agency foundations method that I teach inside of my programs. It's
revamping those foundations so that you have the ability to continue to grow your business, not
with you doing everything, which is how your business was or maybe even is set up right now.
But with the team support that an agent so an agency model would actually work. So we
revamp a lot of things to make sure that they're in a really good place so that when you bring
these team members in, you're going to continue to deliver excellence, if not even better
services to your clients. Your team members are going to be happy, right? You're going you're
going to know how to make decisions and when to hire people and when to delegate so that it's
profitable for you.

And it all comes back to making sure you're really revamping those foundational
elements. All right. That is what I have for you today. If you are ready to profitably, profitably
delegate at least 50 percent of client delivery in 12 months or less. Right. And like, really get it
off of your plate so that you're able to continue to grow, lead a team you love, be able to serve
more people and really have the time and space, a capacity to be able to do that. I have
applications open now for my new program called AGENCY. If you are interested, you can go to
NicoleJacksonMiller.com/apply. You can learn more about it. If it feels good to you, you can
apply there. And if you have any questions, feel free to do me. I just want you to know that this
is totally possible for you and I'm really excited to be with you on this journey. All right, everyone,
do you have a great rest of your day.



Thanks so much for tuning in. If you are ready to stop settling for being a done for you
service provider and really fully step into the role of agency owner and CEO and lead a team
that you love that just delivers excellent client results, then you have to check out my new
program called AGENCY, which is specifically designed to remove you from at least 50 percent
of client delivery in 12 months or less, so that you can have the time and the space to be able to
run your business and, you know, to take a tech free vacation, too. That's always nice, right? So
if you're interested in learning more, head over to NicoleJacksonMiller.com/Apply. You can learn
more about the program. If it looks like a good fit, then apply and we will send you before our
call. We'll send you a free business assessment that will really explain more about the
framework that we use to remove you from client delivery. And it'll give you an assessment that
you can take to really show where you are now and where you're going. We've had so many
people get a lot of insight just from taking that assessment, so I can't wait for you to check it out.


